WHY FIRSTLOOK360

SAMPLE NARRATIVE
The FirstLook360 Spherical Search and Rescue Camera (FL360) was designed to meet very specific needs
within an Urban Search and Rescue, Heavy Technical Rescue, Rescue Squad or Medical Rescue team(s).
FL360’s wireless spherical imaging technologies allow a rescue, search or medical specialist the ability to view a
trapped victim in an inaccessible space and make important decisions that may require additional equipment to
safely extricate or provide medical attention to the victim.
FL360 is a mobile integrated wireless 360° spherical imaging search and rescue camera and the first of its kind
offered to search and rescue professionals. It’s small (10” x 2”) design can be used on its own by attaching it to a
rope for vertical confined space deployments providing visual and communication or attached to any size
extension pole (ex. Paint pole) to search lengthy inaccessible void spaces for inspection. With no moving parts
and a waterproof design (IP68) the camera is built to survive hostile environments and can be decontaminated
after use. Even more important are the numerous on-screen features that provide the operator with cues as to
what direction the camera is facing at all times including the ability to record 360° video for review and planning.
These are important when determining where the trapped victim is located and how to get them out.
Although the primary purpose of the FL360 camera is for search purposes, FL360 also provides safety to the
operators using the device. The wireless operation of the system allows the operators to extend the camera into a
space without any entry and when using two operators on the system, search operations on a collapsed structure
are accomplished much faster, more focused and far safer. This is traditionally more difficult when having to walk
on scattered debris and rubble using heavier legacy search camera systems due to their weight and/or one
operator functionality.
In situations where victims are trapped and in need of medical attention, the FL360 system brings all new
capabilities. Using the FL360 application on a mobile device, a medic operator who requires the expertise of a
doctor not on scene can send a short 360° video for assessment or in future (new feature), have the doctor
connect to the live stream and communicate instructions and analysis in real-time. The unique design of the
camera is really the first rescue camera that can be used in this way. With no articulating camera head the FL360
can be put into smaller areas to assess the patient, provide reassurance with the two-way communication and
light. The 360-degree video provided by the camera will assist the extraction team in determining a safe way to
remove debris to access the patient and remove them to safety.
Other applications including trench rescue, high-angle rescue, hazmat, confined space rescue, fire investigation
and fire inspection are all great uses for the FL360 camera system. With a price point far less than traditional
aging rescue camera systems, wireless software/firmware updates, and a small footprint design, the FirstLook360
camera system is the preferred search and rescue camera for today’s rescue team.
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